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Martingales involving the maximum or minimum of skip-free random walks are de- 
rived. Continuous time anaiogues are used to study first passage times for the M/M/l 
queue and stopping times for Brownian motion. 
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1. Introduction 
Let $1, t2, l *a denote a sequence of independent, identically distributed, 
integer-valued random variables defined on some probability space 
(Q9, P). Set Sn = kl + ..‘ + tn, n 2 1, SO = 0, M, = maxOGk9n Sk, 
mn = minOGkr;n Sk, LJfi = M, - S,,, and Un = Sn - m,. The quantities Un 
and u, are of interest in queueing theory (cf. [ 51) and the theory of se- 
quential cumulative sum tests (cf. [2]). In this paper, for’certain special 
cases, we exhibit martingales involving M, and r/n, and m, and tin which 
may be used to compute the distribution of first passage times in queues 
and of stopping “limes associated with sequential cumulative sum tests. 
Define #(b) = bki = JbV(dx), where F is the distribution functioem 
of El; throughlout,, whenever # appears we will implici 
is well~defined and finite for th lar value of Iz. 
by dJn the o4eld with $F, the 
formally we have, for any ~1 and b > 0, 
(Throughout. all equations involving conditional expectations are as- 
sume,d to hold with probability one,) If we now assume that the random 
walk {S,, n >r 0) is skip-free upwards (or rightcontinuous), i.e., 
P(&l > 1) = 0 andp = PitI = l), observing that U,, a 0, and U,, = 0 im- 
plies that M, = Snll ( 1. f. ) reduces to, 
E[aMn/bun I Tn_l] = IQ(b) (aAMn-l lbun-l) f pasfi-l(a - b)lcu -a), 
(i ;, . 
where 1A denotes the indicator of the event A E 9. Assuming that we 
may choose b, # b with$@,) = @(b), then (1.2) implies that 
(Xn, T,, yI > 0) is a martingale where . 
aHn xn =-.. 
(b(b) n 
[(a - bl) b- ‘n -(a-b)b;u”]. (1.3) 
That Xn is integrable follows from the fact that 0 < Mn < n and the as- 
sumption that e(b) (and hence (b(b,)) are finite. 
Exampk 1 (Simple random walk). If we further assume that q = P(kI = O), 
Y= CI .I = -1) withp+q+v= 1, then setting @(b,) = #(b) yields 
b bl = r/p and (1.3) reduces to 
aMn 
Xn =- [(a - r/bp)b- ‘n - (a - bb (bpfr’fn] . 
$(b) n 
(1.4) 
ample 2 (Left-continuous random walk). By anal0 y with (1.3), if in- 
ad we assume th.at he random walk is skip-free d
a{& < - 1) := 0, then (Y,, lan, ?I 0) is a martingale where 
Example 2 immediately suggasts (cf. [ 6, Chapter S 1) the following 
example from queueing theory. 
Example 3 (The M/G/l queue). In this single-server queue customers 
arrive according to a Poisson process, parameter X, service times are in- 
dependent non-negative random variables each having the same distribu- 
tion function 4; (and al? defined on (f2, 9, P)). If we consider the em- 
e length process Qbl, n 2: 0, where Q,, denotes the queue 
size immediately after the departure of the nfh customer, then 
9, = IQ,_, - II+ + v,.,, n = 1, 2, 0.. 3 
where vn is the number of customers to arrive during the service time 
of the nth customer, and of course {v~, y2 > 1) are independerat identi- 
cally distributed random variables. It follows that (Rn, 9,, n >, 0) is a 
martingale where 
% = [(l - b,)b’n - (1 - b)@] 1$(b)” . (1.6) 
Here, $(b) = EbV1-’ = {(A( 1 - b))/b where c(0) = Jo” emex G(dx); b, is 
chosen so that Jl(b) = $(b,) and 7, is the o-field generated by vl, . . . . vn. 
Finally, we observe that martingales analogous to (1.3) (or (1 S)) can 
occur in situations where the random walk is not skip-free upwards (or 
downwardsj as in the following. 
Example 4 (Geometric tails). If we assume that the right tail of the dis- 
tribution of & is geometric i.e., {tl = n} = cd”, n == 1, 2, *.. for some 
c>OandO<d< l/(l+c),thenfrom(l.l)wemaycheckthat(Z,, 
T,, y2 > 0) is a martingale, where 
Zrl 
(a- $1 _u (a-b) -un 
(l-dbl)b n-(l-db)bl I ’ 
(13 
and again @(b,) = #(b), provided that a, b are such that 2, is integrable. 
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Notice that if we drop the assumpt:ion that the random variables rr, t2, . . . 
are integer-v&u& and allow the right tail of the distribution of El to be 
exponential we again get a martir! gale of similar form c/f Zn. Cbf course 
corresponding assumptions concerning the left hand tails give martingales 
involving m, and u,. 
In Section 2 we indicate how the martingale of Example 1 may be 
used to derive the Laplace transforms of distributions of interest for se- 
quential cumulative sum tests. A continuous time version of Example 1 
enables us to study first pdssage times in the M/M/l qu.euc in Gction 3. 
Lastly, in Section 4 lay a sl.andard weak convergence !iiniting operation 
we obtain martingales analogous to the above involving Brownian motion. 
2. f’umula tiw sum tests 
Define the stopping time r = inf {n: Un 2 ar), where we will assume 
that CY is a positive integer. Thus, r represents the first time that the ran- 
dom qwalk {Sn, n >, 0) falls a. distance a! below its previous maximum. In 
sequential cumulative sum tests the random variable r is used to test for 
drift in the random walk cls,, n 2 0). As an example of the application 
of the martingales of Section 1 we will derive the joint p.robability gen- 
erating function of r and S7 in the situation of Example 1. Confming 
ourselves to the simple random walk ensures that U7 = LY but the results 
we o%zia! may be regarded as approximations to the general case in the 
spirit JJ he usual “no overshoot” approximation of sequential analysis. 
No* - n n is a bounded stopping time; so for Xn given by (1.4) we 
have 
(2.1) 
On the set (7 > n}, Un is bounded by a so if we choose 0 < a G 
'b > 0 SO that O(b) 2 1, Xn is bounded on (7 3 n} and thus since 
P{r C =) = i v e may conclude from (2.1) that 
x= I X0 = b - rJbp . (2.2) 
Using the fact that U7 = MT - ST = Q we have 
S 
Ea W = (b - rlbp)/[(a - r/bp)/b& - (a - b)(bp/r)Q] sty , (2.3) 
where 0 and b are related by 8 = 
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Let (A(t), t > Q), {D(t), t > 0) be independent Poisson processes (de- 
fined on (SZ, 9, P)) with parameters X, p respectively and let 
X(t) = A(t) - D(t), m(t) = min X(s), 
OGstt 
t20. 
If Q(t) denotes the number of customers present at time t in an M/M/l 
queue with arrival rate h, service rate p and Q(0) = 0, then (15, p. P 11) 
Q(t) may be represented as 
Q(t) = X(t) - m(t) . (3.1) 
For b # 0, set 77(b) = (X - p/b) (1 - b) and choose b, so that v(b) = @r), 
i.e., b, = p/U. Let c10,, t 2 0 denote the o-field generated by {A(3), 
0 G s G t) and {D(s), 6 G s G t). By analogy with (1 S) we will show that 
for any real a, b # 0, and b 1 = p/U, {Y(f), c10 p, t > 0) is a martingale in 
continuous time where 
y(t) = am(‘) [(a - b,) bQtf)+’ - (a - b) bf?(t)*l] exp (q(b) t) (3.2) 
To establish this we must demonstrate that for 0 < s < t, 
E[ Y(t) I ‘los] = Y(s) . (3.3) 
We may check that E[ Y(t) I gs]/ax@) eqcbjt may be written as 
x(t) - X(s) +1 
mid-- Q (~1, szFg t W(u) - X(s))) 
-(a - b)b, d s l 
J 
(3 4) 
To complete the proof of (3.3) observe that (X(U) - X(s), ? < u < t) 
is independent of 30, and has the same disl;tribution as (X’(u), 0 < u < 
t - s), Conditional on the event {A(t - s) + _D(t - s) = n) the jumps of 
X(u), 0 G u < t - s have the same distriaution as those of a simple: ran- 
dom walk with p = X/(A + p) and Y = p/(X -t p). Sinx Y, derined by (1.5) 
is a martingale we have the relation [ Y4+r I 9,] = Y, wkic 
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plies that for negative integers u, 
mj-N4 mn) 
Id [(a - b,)bsn+l ($1 _ (a -_ ,,F+l 
=#(b)n ybca- bl)(:r -b&a- b)(tr]. (3.5) 
Thus (3.5) implies that (3.4) reduces to 
b e(s) 
ib@ - b,) ; 
0 
b, e(s) 
- b&z-b) ; 
0 1 ~[~(b)lA'f-"'+":'-"'(3.6) 
where here $(b) = (X%r +p/b)/(X + p) = 1 - q(b)/@ + p). Finally, 
E[@(b)]A(‘-@‘D@-@ = exp[-q(b) (t - s)] 
which cot%bined with (3.6) completes the proof of (3.3). 
As a special case of (2.2), when a = 1, 
R(t) = . 
I 1 
1 -$ bQ(‘)+’ - (1 - b) (&r(t)+l] ev(rl(b) 0 3 
(3.7) 
is a martingale for b + 0. If we now let T* denote the first passage time 
of the process {Q(t), t >, 0) to the level cy for some positive integer ~1, if
b is chosen so that r)(b) < 0, then R(f) remains bounded on the set 
{T, > t} and thus since PET, < m) = 1 we may conclude as in Section 2 
that 
EN&) = ER(0) = b -- pI'Xb . 
This yields, for 8 > 0 
EeeeTot = (1) - kW/ [l - 61 bPr+l - (1 - b) (+$$!+I, (3.8) 
where b and Q are related by b = (0 + X -I- p + &(8 + X + p)” - 4X&)/2h. 
4. Brownian motion 
Let {W(t), t 2 0) denote a I3rownian motion with drift parameter 6
and variance parameter 1. That is, W(t) has mean (ilt and variance t. Let 
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Investigations of the plroperties of U(t) are of interest for approximating 
cumulative sum tests ;ds uggested in [4]. Pf CE?,, t > 0 represents the o-field 
generated by {W(U), 0 < u < t) we will see that for all real a, b, (Z(t), 
Ql t, t 3 01 is a martingale where 
Z(t) = [b cash W(t) - (a + /3) sinh W(t)] exp{aM(t) + pU(t) -- (b2 -f12)t/2}. 
(4.1) 
That Z(t) may be a martingale is suggested by a standard weak conver- 
gence limiting argument from (1.4) by considering a sequence of simple 
random walks with probabilities pn = i( 1 + 0)/&z) and rn = i (1 - /3/&z). 
Then Mint] l&z and Uintl /&I converge weakly to M(t)!) U(t) respectively. 
So if we replace a, b in (1.4) by ea/Jn and e@-@‘$ respectively, we see 
that dnXlntI converges weakly to 2Z(t). 
To check that {Z(t), g,, t 2 0) is indeed a martingale, as usual it is 
necessary to show that for s > 0, t % 0, 
E[Z(t + s) I gs] = Z(s) . (4.2) 
By using the fact that {W(U), u > 0) has independent increments and 
that the process {W(U) - W(S), s < u < t + s) has the same distribution 
as {W(U), 0 < tl< t}, we see that to nrove (4.2) it is sufficient to show 
that for all c > 0, t 2 0, 
E[(a + b + p) exp{(a - b + /3) max(M(t), c) + (h - p) W(t)) 
-(a - b + p) exp((a + b + 0) nnax(f(t), c) - (b + /3) W(t))] 
= [(a +b+p) embc --(a--- b+P)ebcl exp{(a+p)c +$(b2 -p2)t). 
(4.3) 
To establish (4.3) requires a direct, but long and tedious, integration 
using the joint distribution of (W(t), M(t)) which is (from [3:, pp. 98 and 
251) 
(M(t) E dx, W(t) E dy} = exp (pu - f12 t/Z!) (M(t) E dx, w(t)1 E dy) 
= t-3/2(2/r)1/2 (2x - y) exp@y - @Q/2 - (2x - y)2/2t}dxd 
for x 2 0, x > y, where (t), w(t) refer to the standard rownian mo- 
tion with drift 0 = 0. 
As an application of the martingale Z(t), let ‘j(_ = inf (t : U(t) 3 a), 
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for some fixed at > 0. SC, T represents the first time that the process 
Is a distance ~1 below its previous maximum. By the same argu- 
ment as used in Sections 2,3 we have, for Q < 0, tnat M(T) = U(O),= b, 
and using the fact that U(T) = M(T) - W(T) = QI this immediately gives 
the formula for the joint Laplace transform of T and W(T) given in [ 71. 
As a further application, if we let ct = inf{t : W(tJ = rt + 61, the infi- 
mum of the empty set being m, where y ;zI 0, S ? 0, we may compute 
P(o < T} as follows. Since T A CT A t is a bounded stopping time and 
b = Z(O), we have 
b (4.4) 
= s Z(t) dP . 
{Ta;oht) 
On the set {t < T A a} we have 0 < U(t) < a and M(t)< rt + 6 so if 
a> Oanday< (b2 - p2)/2, then Z(t) is bounded on (t < T A 0) and 
since P{o A T < w) = 1 we may conclude that 
But U(T) = ~1 and M(o) = W(o) = 7~0 +6, so U(o) = 0 and (4.5) becomes 
b = e@ [b cash bat - (a + fl) sinh ba ]j exp[aM( 7’) - (b2 - f12) T/i 
CT4 
NOW choose a, b so that tanh bcw = b/(a + /3) and ay = (b2 - f12/2. Then 
from (4.6) we conclude that P{o < T} = cod where a satisfies 
tarMar@+) = (+,/-)/(a + /3) . (4.7) 
In the case when 7 = 0 and so clr = 2@/(e2”fi - 1) this resu t was given in 
[1] and [7]. 
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